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NL3600-Banana Cream

NL3600
Heather Gray

NL3600
Natural

NL3600 
Banana Cream

NL3600 
Light Olive

19-01 - Where the buffalo roam

The Next Level 3600 Premium Fitted S/S Crew neck 
tee is a customer favorite. This men’s super-soft fitted 
crew t-shirt is a comfortable and light garment. This 
tee features 100% combed cotton, has a tear away 
label, and is available in the featured colors.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.60  $12.10  $13.10 
36-47  $8.27  $10.77  $11.77 
48-71  $7.94  $10.44  $11.44 
72-107  $7.61  $10.11  $11.11 
108-215  $6.88  $9.38  $10.38 
216-431  $6.75  $9.25  $10.25 

wholesale pricing
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NL3600-Forest Green

NL3600 
Military Green

NL3600 
Dark Chocolate

NL3600 
Midnight Navy

NL3600 
Cool Blue

NL3600 
Forest Green

19-02 - Where the buffalo roam - light imprint

 
QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXL
24-35  $10.24  $12.74  $13.74 
36-47  $8.94  $11.44  $12.44 
48-71  $8.60  $11.10  $12.10 
72-107  $8.27  $10.77  $11.77 
108-215  $7.21  $9.71  $10.71 
216-431  $7.09  $9.59  $10.59 

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 3600 Premium Fitted S/S Crew neck 
tee is a customer favorite. This men’s super-soft fitted 
crew t-shirt is a comfortable and light garment. This 
tee features 100% combed cotton, has a tear away 
label, and is available in the featured colors.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL3600-Natural

19-03 - Skies Are Not Cloudy - Dark imprint

NL3600
Heather Gray

NL3600
Natural

NL3600 
Banana Cream

NL3600 
Light Olive

wholesale pricing

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.60  $12.10  $13.10 
36-47  $8.27  $10.77  $11.77 
48-71  $7.94  $10.44  $11.44 
72-107  $7.61  $10.11  $11.11 
108-215  $6.88  $9.38  $10.38 
216-431  $6.75  $9.25  $10.25 

The Next Level 3600 Premium Fitted S/S Crew neck 
tee is a customer favorite. This men’s super-soft fitted 
crew t-shirt is a comfortable and light garment. This 
tee features 100% combed cotton, has a tear away 
label, and is available in the featured colors.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL3600 - Military Green

19-04 - Skies Are Not Cloudy - light imprint

NL3600 
Military Green

NL3600 
Dark Chocolate

NL3600 
Midnight Navy

NL3600 
Cool Blue

NL3600 
Forest Green

 
QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXL
24-35  $10.24  $12.74  $13.74 
36-47  $8.94  $11.44  $12.44 
48-71  $8.60  $11.10  $12.10 
72-107  $8.27  $10.77  $11.77 
108-215  $7.21  $9.71  $10.71 
216-431  $7.09  $9.59  $10.59 

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 3600 Premium Fitted S/S Crew neck 
tee is a customer favorite. This men’s super-soft fitted 
crew t-shirt is a comfortable and light garment. This 
tee features 100% combed cotton, has a tear away 
label, and is available in the featured colors.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL3600 - Light Olive

19-05 - grown from kansas roots - Dark imprint

NL3600
Heather Gray

NL3600
Natural

NL3600 
Banana Cream

NL3600 
Light Olive

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $10.90  $13.40  $14.40 
36-47  $9.60  $12.10  $13.10 
48-71  $9.26  $11.76  $12.76 
72-107  $8.94  $11.44  $12.44 
108-215  $7.55  $10.05  $11.05 
216-431  $7.41  $9.91  $10.91 

The Next Level 3600 Premium Fitted S/S Crew neck 
tee is a customer favorite. This men’s super-soft fitted 
crew t-shirt is a comfortable and light garment. This 
tee features 100% combed cotton, has a tear away 
label, and is available in the featured colors.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.

wholesale pricing
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NL3600 - Dark Chocolate

19-06 - grown from kansas roots - light imprint

NL3600 
Military Green

NL3600 
Dark Chocolate

NL3600 
Midnight Navy

NL3600 
Cool Blue

NL3600 
Forest Green

The Next Level 3600 Premium Fitted S/S Crew neck 
tee is a customer favorite. This men’s super-soft fitted 
crew t-shirt is a comfortable and light garment. This 
tee features 100% combed cotton, has a tear away 
label, and is available in the featured colors.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $10.90  $13.40  $14.40 
36-47  $9.60  $12.10  $13.10 
48-71  $9.26  $11.76  $12.76 
72-107  $8.94  $11.44  $12.44 
108-215  $7.55  $10.05  $11.05 
216-431  $7.41  $9.91  $10.91 

wholesale pricing
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NL3600 - Natural

NL3600
Heather Gray

NL3600
Natural

NL3600 
Banana Cream

NL3600 
Light Olive

19-07 - kansas wheat - Dark imprint

 
QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXL
24-35  $10.24  $12.74  $13.74 
36-47  $8.94  $11.44  $12.44 
48-71  $8.60  $11.10  $12.10 
72-107  $8.27  $10.77  $11.77 
108-215  $7.21  $9.71  $10.71 
216-431  $7.09  $9.59  $10.59 

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 3600 Premium Fitted S/S Crew neck 
tee is a customer favorite. This men’s super-soft fitted 
crew t-shirt is a comfortable and light garment. This 
tee features 100% combed cotton, has a tear away 
label, and is available in the featured colors.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL3600 - Military Green

NL3600 
Military Green

NL3600 
Dark Chocolate

NL3600 
Midnight Navy

NL3600 
Cool Blue

NL3600 
Forest Green

19-08 - kansas wheat - light imprint

The Next Level 3600 Premium Fitted S/S Crew neck 
tee is a customer favorite. This men’s super-soft fitted 
crew t-shirt is a comfortable and light garment. This 
tee features 100% combed cotton, has a tear away 
label, and is available in the featured colors.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $10.90  $13.40  $14.40 
36-47  $9.60  $12.10  $13.10 
48-71  $9.26  $11.76  $12.76 
72-107  $8.94  $11.44  $12.44 
108-215  $7.55  $10.05  $11.05 
216-431  $7.41  $9.91  $10.91 

wholesale pricing
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NL3600
Heather Gray

NL3600
Natural

NL3600 
Banana Cream

NL3600 
Light Olive

NL3600
Heather Gray

19-09 - kansas buffalo - Dark imprint

wholesale pricing

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.60  $12.10  $13.10 
36-47  $8.27  $10.77  $11.77 
48-71  $7.94  $10.44  $11.44 
72-107  $7.61  $10.11  $11.11 
108-215  $6.88  $9.38  $10.38 
216-431  $6.75  $9.25  $10.25 

The Next Level 3600 Premium Fitted S/S Crew neck 
tee is a customer favorite. This men’s super-soft fitted 
crew t-shirt is a comfortable and light garment. This 
tee features 100% combed cotton, has a tear away 
label, and is available in the featured colors.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL3600 
Military Green

NL3600 
Dark Chocolate

NL3600 
Midnight Navy

NL3600 
Cool Blue

NL3600 
Forest Green

NL3600 
Military Green

19-10 - kansas buffalo - light imprint

 
QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXL
24-35  $10.24  $12.74  $13.74 
36-47  $8.94  $11.44  $12.44 
48-71  $8.60  $11.10  $12.10 
72-107  $8.27  $10.77  $11.77 
108-215  $7.21  $9.71  $10.71 
216-431  $7.09  $9.59  $10.59 

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 3600 Premium Fitted S/S Crew neck 
tee is a customer favorite. This men’s super-soft fitted 
crew t-shirt is a comfortable and light garment. This 
tee features 100% combed cotton, has a tear away 
label, and is available in the featured colors.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Banana Cream

NL6610 
Warm Grey

NL6610 
Banana Cream

NL6610 
Sand

NL6610 
Dark Heather Grey

19-11 - sunflower love- Dark imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.35  $11.85  $12.85 
36-47  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
48-71  $7.69  $10.19  $11.19 
72-107  $7.36  $9.86  $10.86 
108-215  $6.63  $9.13  $10.13 
216-431  $6.50  $9.00  $10.00 

Wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes and 
colors to meet the minimum order 
number for this design.

All prices include taxes and shipping.
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NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive

NL6610 - MIdnight Navy

19-12- sunflower love - light imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.99  $12.49  $13.49 
36-47  $8.69  $11.19  $12.19 
48-71  $8.35  $10.85  $11.85 
72-107  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
108-215  $6.96  $9.46  $10.46 
216-431  $6.84  $9.34  $10.34

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Sand

NL6610 
Warm Grey

NL6610 
Banana Cream

NL6610 
Sand

NL6610 
Dark Heather Grey

19-13 - home on the range - Dark imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.35  $11.85  $12.85 
36-47  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
48-71  $7.69  $10.19  $11.19 
72-107  $7.36  $9.86  $10.86 
108-215  $6.63  $9.13  $10.13 
216-431  $6.50  $9.00  $10.00 

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Espresso

NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive

19-14 - home on the range - light imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.99  $12.49  $13.49 
36-47  $8.69  $11.19  $12.19 
48-71  $8.35  $10.85  $11.85 
72-107  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
108-215  $6.96  $9.46  $10.46 
216-431  $6.84  $9.34  $10.34

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Banana Cream

NL6610 
Warm Grey

NL6610 
Banana Cream

NL6610 
Sand

NL6610 
Dark Heather Grey

19-15 - kansas sunflower - Dark imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.35  $11.85  $12.85 
36-47  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
48-71  $7.69  $10.19  $11.19 
72-107  $7.36  $9.86  $10.86 
108-215  $6.63  $9.13  $10.13 
216-431  $6.50  $9.00  $10.00 

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Scarlet

NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive

19-16 - kansas sunflower- light imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.99  $12.49  $13.49 
36-47  $8.69  $11.19  $12.19 
48-71  $8.35  $10.85  $11.85 
72-107  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
108-215  $6.96  $9.46  $10.46 
216-431  $6.84  $9.34  $10.34

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Sand

NL6610 
Warm Grey

NL6610 
Banana Cream

NL6610 
Sand

NL6610 
Dark Heather Grey

19-17 - Heart - skies are not cloudy - Dark imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.35  $11.85  $12.85 
36-47  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
48-71  $7.69  $10.19  $11.19 
72-107  $7.36  $9.86  $10.86 
108-215  $6.63  $9.13  $10.13 
216-431  $6.50  $9.00  $10.00 

women’s Light Shirt - 1 screen

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Storm

NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive

19-18 - heart - skies are not cloudy - light imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.99  $12.49  $13.49 
36-47  $8.69  $11.19  $12.19 
48-71  $8.35  $10.85  $11.85 
72-107  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
108-215  $6.96  $9.46  $10.46 
216-431  $6.84  $9.34  $10.34

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Sand

NL6610 
Warm Grey

NL6610 
Banana Cream

NL6610 
Sand

NL6610 
Dark Heather Grey

19-19 - Women - grown from kansas roots - Dark imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.99  $12.49  $13.49 
36-47  $8.69  $11.19  $12.19 
48-71  $8.35  $10.85  $11.85 
72-107  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
108-215  $6.96  $9.46  $10.46 
216-431  $6.84  $9.34  $10.34

Women’s 2 screens

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Indigo

NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive

19-20- women - grown from kansas roots - light imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $10.65  $13.15  $14.15 
36-47  $9.35  $11.85  $12.85 
48-71  $9.01  $11.51  $12.51 
72-107  $8.69  $11.19  $12.19 
108-215  $7.30  $9.80  $10.80 
216-431  $7.16  $9.66  $10.66

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Warm Grey

NL6610 
Warm Grey

NL6610 
Banana Cream

NL6610 
Sand

NL6610 
Dark Heather Grey

19-21 - women - kansas buffalo- Dark imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.35  $11.85  $12.85 
36-47  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
48-71  $7.69  $10.19  $11.19 
72-107  $7.36  $9.86  $10.86 
108-215  $6.63  $9.13  $10.13 
216-431  $6.50  $9.00  $10.00 

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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NL6610 - Espresso

NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive

19-22- women -  grown from kansas roots - light imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.99  $12.49  $13.49 
36-47  $8.69  $11.19  $12.19 
48-71  $8.35  $10.85  $11.85 
72-107  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
108-215  $6.96  $9.46  $10.46 
216-431  $6.84  $9.34  $10.34

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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Order today!

NL6610 
Warm Grey

NL6610 
Banana Cream

NL6610 
Sand

NL6610 
Dark Heather Grey

NL6610 - Banana Cream

19-23 - woodcut sunflower - plum imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.35  $11.85  $12.85 
36-47  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
48-71  $7.69  $10.19  $11.19 
72-107  $7.36  $9.86  $10.86 
108-215  $6.63  $9.13  $10.13 
216-431  $6.50  $9.00  $10.00 

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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Order today!

NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive

NL6610 - Indigo

19-24 - woodcut sunflower - sand imprint

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $9.99  $12.49  $13.49 
36-47  $8.69  $11.19  $12.19 
48-71  $8.35  $10.85  $11.85 
72-107  $8.02  $10.52  $11.52 
108-215  $6.96  $9.46  $10.46 
216-431  $6.84  $9.34  $10.34

wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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greygoatmarketing.com
Order today!

NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive

NL6610 - Light Olive

19-25- Kansas on pattern

QTY (mixed sizes) S-XL XXL XXXL
24-35  $10.65  $13.15  $14.15 
36-47  $9.35  $11.85  $12.85 
48-71  $9.01  $11.51  $12.51 
72-107  $8.69  $11.19  $12.19 
108-215  $7.30  $9.80  $10.80 
216-431  $7.16  $9.66  $10.66

Wholesale pricing

The Next Level 6610 is a women’s tee popular with female consumers 
and known for its endurance through everyday wear. 60% combed 
ringspun cotton/40% polyester jersey; slightly heathered; fabric 
laundered for reduced shrinkage;Tear-away label; Sideseamed.

You can mix any number of sizes 
and colors to meet the minimum 
order number for this design.

All prices include shipping.
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order form
Pg Shirt Design S M L XL XXL XXXL Total
2 19-01 - Where the buffalo roam

Heather gray
natural

banana cream
light olive

3 19-02 - where the buffalo roam - light imprint
Military green

dark chocolate
midnight navy

cool blue
forest green

4 19-03 - Skies Are Not Cloudy - Dark imprint
Heather gray

natural
banana cream

light olive
5 19-04 - Skies Are Not Cloudy - light imprint

Military green
dark chocolate

midnight navy
cool blue

forest green
6 19-05 - grown from kansas roots - Dark imprint

Heather gray
natural

banana cream
light olive

7 19-06 - grown from kansas roots - light imprint
Military green

dark chocolate
midnight navy

cool blue
forest green

8 19-07 - kansas wheat - Dark imprint
Heather gray

natural
banana cream

light olive
9 19-08 - kansas wheat - light imprint

Military green
dark chocolate

midnight navy
cool blue

forest green

NL3600
Heather Gray

NL3600
Natural

NL3600 
Banana Cream

NL3600 
Light Olive

NL3600 
Military Green

NL3600 
Dark Chocolate

NL3600 
Midnight Navy

NL3600 
Cool Blue

NL3600 
Forest Green

I’d be glad to help you complete your order. 
Give me a call at 785.259.3489 and we’ll get it taken care of!
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Pg Shirt Design S M L XL XXL XXXL Total
10 19-09 - kansas buffalo - Dark imprint

Heather gray
natural

banana cream
light olive

11 19-10 - kansas buffalo - light imprint
Military green

dark chocolate
midnight navy

cool blue
forest green

12 19-11 - sunflower love- Dark imprint
sand

banana cream
warm grey

dark heather grey
13 19-12 - sunflower love- Dark imprint

light olive
military green

espresso
indigo

midnight grey
storm

14 19-13 - home on the range - dark imprint
sand

banana cream
warm grey

dark heather grey
15 19-14 - home on the range - light imprint

light olive
military green

espresso
indigo

midnight grey
storm

16 19-15 - kansas sunflower - dark imprint
sand

banana cream
warm grey

dark heather grey
17 19-16 - kansas sunflower - light imprint

light olive
military green

espresso
indigo

midnight grey
storm

scarlet

order form - page 2

NL6610 
Sand

NL6610 
Banana Cream

NL6610 
Warm Grey

NL6610 
Dark Heather Grey

NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive
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Pg Shirt Design S M L XL XXL XXXL Total
18 19-17 - heart - skies are not cloudy - dark imprint

sand
banana cream

warm grey
dark heather grey

19 19-18 - heart - skies are not cloudy  - light imprint
light olive

military green
espresso

indigo
midnight grey

storm
20 19-19 - Women - grown from ks roots - dark imprint

sand
banana cream

warm grey
dark heather grey

21 19-20 - women - grown from ks roots - light imprint
light olive

military green
espresso

indigo
midnight grey

storm
22 19-21 - women - kansas buffalo - dark imprint

sand
banana cream

warm grey
dark heather grey

23 19-22 - women - kansas buffalo - light imprint
light olive

military green
espresso

indigo
midnight grey

storm
24 19-23 - woodcut sunflower - plum imprint

sand
banana cream

warm grey
dark heather grey

25 19-24 - woodcut sunflower - sand imprint
light olive

military green
espresso

indigo
midnight grey

storm

order form - page 3

NL6610 
Sand

NL6610 
Banana Cream

NL6610 
Warm Grey

NL6610 
Dark Heather Grey

NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive

I’d be glad to help you complete your order. 
Give me a call at 785.259.3489 and we’ll get it taken care of!
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Pg Shirt Design S M L XL XXL XXXL Total
26 19-25 - kansas on pattern

light olive
military green

espresso
indigo

midnight grey
storm

order form - page 4

ordering instructions

NL6610 
Sand

NL6610 
Banana Cream

NL6610 
Warm Grey

NL6610 
Dark Heather Grey

NL6610 
Storm

NL6610 
MIdnight Navy

NL6610 
Indigo

NL6610 
Espresso

NL6610 
Military Green

NL6610 
Light Olive

We’re happy to help you with your order! Give me a call at 785.259.3489 and I can  
personally take your order and answer any questions you might have about our t-shirts. 
You can also fill out this form and e-mail it to greygoatmarketing@gmail.com

Once I receive your order, I will review it, determine pricing, and then call you to confirm  
your order and make payment arrangements. Most orders take approximately two weeks to fulfill.

Name ____________________________________________

Organization ________________________________________

Shipping Address ______________________________________

City/State/Zip _______________________________________

Telephone __________________________________________

e-mail address _______________________________________
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